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A. SUMMARY SHEET
1.

TITLE OF THE PROJECT: Safeguarding the Value-added Indigenous Breakfast-rice
Cultivars of Assam with Breeding Perspectives, & Exploring the
Exploitation Avenues for Promoting Assamese Cuisine ‘Jalpaan’

2.

REFERENCE NO. OF SANCTION LETTER WITH DATE:
DST Reference No.
: SSD/SCSP/020/2009
Date of Sanctioned letter : 1st February, 2010

3.

PI NAME & ORGANIOSATION : (complete address with telephone no. Fax & email details)
Project Investigator
: Dr. Arunima Deb Choudhury
Organization
: Society for Socio-Economic Awareness & Environment
Protection (SSEAEP), Paramananda Bhawan, M.G. Road,
Near Manasa Mandir, Nagaon-782 001, Assam
Phone No.
: (03672)-255547, (03672)-254350 (Off) & 9435063964 (m)
FAX No.
: (03672) 231191
Email ID
: arunima.debchoudhury@gmail.com,
sseaep_org@yahoo.co.in & sseaep@gmail.com

4.

DATE OF START

: 01-04-2010

5.

DATE OF COMPLETION
SCHEDULED AND LIKELY

: 31.03.2013

6.

TOTAL COST OF THE PROJECT: SANCTIONED AND NOW ESTIMATED:
Total sanctioned cost of the project
:
Rs. 10, 88, 775.00
st
Amount received for 1 year (i.e., 2010-11)
:
Rs. 3, 89, 075.00

7.

STAFF SANCTIONED & IN POSITION

:

Nil

8.

TOTAL EXPENDITURE (as on 28-02-2011)

:

Rs.

9.

ASSETS DEVELOPED OR EQUIPMENTS ACQUIRED, IF ANY:

3, 89, 075.00

a. Developed 41 nos. of Pure lines from the pool of collection of total 93 Landraces and
are being maintained in the farmers’ field
Joha dhan (scented rice)

=

9 nos.

Bora dhan (sticky rice)

=

15 nos.

Komal dhan (instant rice)

=

12 nos.

Lahi dhan (medium slender rice) =

5 nos.

=

41 nos.

Total Landraces

b. Cono weeders and Sprayer machines were being handed over to the farmers for use in
their respective fields under the project programs.
c. Plastic-bag Sealer machines are being used as and when required for packaging.

10. SUMMARY OF PROGRESS AGAINST APPROVED WORK PLAN / TIME SCHEDULE OF
ACTIVITIES IN THE PROJECT:
Objectives
Achievements
Remarks
Survey o Collected 93 candidates of indigenous Joha- Farmers of OFR
Surveillance of
Bora-Komal rice cultivars.
were able to
Breakfast Rice
o Accomplished need assessment using PRA for identify
akin
Cultivars
improving the productivity and quality of the candidates of
value-added rice
landraces
o Developed 41 nos. of Pure lines from the pool
of collection of 93 Landraces and are
maintained in the farmers’ field
Farmers’
 Spotted Duplicate/misnomer in grow out tests. Farmers were
Participatory
 Initiated the 1st crop as Early Ahu (Feb.-Mar. to given authority
Breeding to
Jul.-Aug., 2010) and 2nd crop as Sali (June-July to adjudge the
identify superior
to Nov.-Dec., 2010), as On-Farm Research, On- best landraces
cultivars
Farm Trial, Demonstration, and Grow-Out Test. out of their
liking,
 Nine, out of all landraces tried in Late Boro, own
early Ahu and Ahu seasons, were found to disliking & need
assessment.
produce medium high yield in off-seasons.
Productive Culti Initiated with mass awareness program
vation Campaign
Liaison with manu- - Too early to start the schedule
facturers to create
market avenues
11. ISSUES NEEDING ATTENTION OF GOVERNMENT/LOCAL BODIES:
Few aspects were sorted out to solve some uprising problems in continuation of the
large-scale cultivation of the profitable value-added rice varieties promoting commercial
exploitation avenues of Assamese cuisine Jalpaan. These are as follows:
a. Large-scale seed storage facility for various traditional landraces with original quality
maintained for long-time (8-10 months or more). Prerequisites are:
i) No chemical pesticides/fungicides or synthetics shall be applied. PP control
measures may be tried with organic compounds (non-toxic for human).
ii) Storage facility to develop preferably should suit rural Assamese farm conditions,
which comply with economic status, feasible and affordable of local community.
b. Parboiling methods should have to be essentially explored using recent scientific
techniques to produce high quality parboiled rice out of best jalpaan-making landraces.
c. High grade de-hullers have to be devised to tune with variable shapes and sizes of the
traditional landraces, keeping in mind to have least (5-10%) broken chauls in milling.
d. A Regional Jalpaan Research Center may be instituted (The Project Investigator of this
‘Project Jalpaan’ is planning to initiate one of the kind near Nagaon town, waiting
funding from out sources).

B. DETAILED REPORT
(For the period from:
1.

01-04-2010

to

31-03-2011)

INTRODUCTION (NEED ASESMENT FOR S&T INTERVENTION IN PROJECT AREA):
The Annual Report delineates on the progress of ‘Project Jalpaan’ on the 1st year,
including recent activities in in-situ technology generation for safeguarding the valueadded rice cultivars of Assam, dissemination of new agro-techniques to the downstream
as well as seed production of the kind for further perpetuation and horizontal expansion
directly followed by an approach of vertical expansion, if possible.

Modern agricultural system is measurably poor to attract the resource poor
farmers of the villages whoever is/are chiefly dependent on their traditional rice
cultivation. As they could not keep pace with the so-called ‘Development’, ‘Time’ and
‘Agricultural businesses’, they are still ‘out of tract’. Surprisingly, they happened to be
the primary conservers of the value-added rice cultivars that are ‘native to the soil’.
Such farmers are essentially of the under developed communities like Scheduled
Castes (SC) and Scheduled Tribes (ST) domain.
By and large, the members of such communities prefer to grow the locally
available seeds of their own saving from the previous harvest and usually remain
conservative to maintain the age-old family traditions owned by them as successor.
Safeguarding this tradition of preservation of rice germplasm would be fruitful if
logical, scientific and methodological supports are being extended, as was conceived
in preparing this project. Thus, SCs and STs, as well as the Assamese Womenfolk are
the direct beneficiaries of the proposed project.
Any system of higher rice productivity would be appreciated and accepted by
the farming community and can sustain for long, only if it is farmer’s friendly, clarity,
profitable and reproducible in the farms at a low cost. Such a scientific management
system, well known globally as SRI, is one of the main modulator of this project to
break the yield platue first of the Joha-bora-Komal rice cultivars and then to create a
platform to apply hybridization and other plant breeding tools to change the ideotype
of the cultivars according to the need and requirement of the farming community.
2.

APPROVED OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT:
Based on the above facts following 4 objectives were chalked out
Obj. 1 : Survey and Surveillance of Breakfast Rice Cultivars

Obj. 2 :

Farmers’ Participatory Breeding to identify superior cultivars

Obj. 3 :

Productive Cultivation Campaign

Obj. 4 :

Liaison with manufacturers for creating marketing avenues

3.

PROJECT AREA (BLOCK, VILLAGE, TOTAL AREA COVERED):
One to three villages with Scheduled Caste / Scheduled Tribe inhabitants and of
purely agrarian economy having various agro-based activities was selected.
No. of Farm Units (FU) within Domain = 2 Farm Units per Agril. Sub-Division x 5
Agril. Sub-Divisions in the Domain = 10 Farm Units
Domain of the ‘Project Jalpaan’ is the Central Assam encompassing chiefly two
districts, viz., Nagaon and Morigaon; and to include 3 target populations, viz., Scheduled
Castes (SC) and Scheduled Tribes (ST) and Women Farmers to conduct OFRs, Demos, OFTs
and GOTs under the project can be subdivided as follows:
Sl
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Block
Juria
Barhampur
Batadrava
Khagarijan
Khagarijan
Khagarijan
Dalanghat
Dalanghat
Raha
Raha
Laokhowa
Kaliabor
Binakandi
Binakandi
Pakhimaria
Jaluguti
Boha
Mayang
Total

Village
Samdhara, Juria
Gomothagaon, Puranigudam
Aanthgaon Chapori, Dhing
Tokowbari, Nagaon
Teliapahukata, Nagaon
Kawoimari, Nagaon
Pahukata, Raidingia-Bhatikhanda
Phulaguri, Raidingia
Loaphulabori, Chaparmukh
Pub-Saragaon, Raha
Gatanga, Mohkhuli
Nij Chilabondha, Noltoli
Madartoli, Doboka
Ghaniarpar, Bongaon
Mahrul, Dimaruguri
Alakapur, Jorabari
Nabahatia, Morigaon
Burha Mayang, Mayang

Total Area Covered (ha)
0.6
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
5.0 ha

[Kindly Refer to Details of Estimated Budget of ‘Project Jalpaan’ [SSD/SCSP/020/2009] in
Appendix II of the approved project proposal, which stated the following facts:
a. No. of the Farm Units (FU) in the Domain = 10 nos. of FUs
b. Size of each Farm Unit = 0.4 ha (i.e., 3.0 bighas) of cultivable rice land
c. Total land area to cover = (10 x 0.4) ha = 4.0 ha]
[NB - In Assam, 1 bighas of land = 1333.33 ha]
4.

COMMUNITY BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE LEVEL (CASTE, OCCUPATION, INCLUDING
TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE & PRACTICES FOLLOWED)
In specific, the communities selected for ‘Project Jalpaan’ comprises with the
Scheduled Caste/Scheduled Tribe dwellers that are dependent chiefly on the purely
agrarian economy, and remain busy with their agro-based activities or schedules
round the year. One farm family or a consolidated group of small and marginal

farmers in a village was identified based on their representativeness to the
community, having broader mind to accept the newer technologies, skillful attitudes
and scientific approach to accomplish the basic ideas of the project.
5. METHODOLOGY & SYSTEMS APPROACH (SURVEY, PRA EXERCISE, COMMUNITY
MOBILIZATION & DIFUSION & TRAINING COMPONENT, ETC.):
First Annual Progress Report of the project may be summarized as follows:
a. Initial Survey on Traditional rice cultivars:

Carried out within January 2010.

1. Identified and Surveyed major pockets (or localities) of traditional paddy fields of
orthodox SC/ST farmers (or communities) in the CBV Zone of Assam (Plate 1),
where these cultivars are being grown uncared; but the harvest exhibited high
demand for Assamese cuisine Jalpaan.

Plate 1. Searching value-added rice landraces in Survey under Project Jalpaan

2. Recorded preliminary information on such cultivars, existence, usage and farmers’
choices / requirements.
3. Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) technique was used to identify duplicates of
traditional rice samples, ascertain their purity, find out the nomenclatures in origin
and recognize the forms and types of usage as Assamese cuisines.
b. Cultivars Encoded:
1. Collected samples of various seed materials of the kind which were then grouped
and encoded in a standard style to secure the identity and place of origin.
2. Initial seed characteristics of were being noted.
c. Beneficiary Selection:
1. Advanced information was gathered from renowned sources, like the Dept. of
Agriculture or Gaon-burhas (Village Head) or elderly persons of a traditional paddy
growing locality, who deliberately pointed out the farmers that are most
acquainted with small-scale maintenance of indigenous cultivar of the type.
2. List of such farmers were scrutinized to identify those who can contribute to Project
Jalpaan as resource farmer by growing next crop(s) and other tasks in an orderly
and scientific manner.
d. Orientation on broad objectives:
1. Some of the topics were addressed to the farmers:
a). maintenance of traditional rice cultivars,
b). in situ conservation of broad gene pool,
c). risk of present-day varieties, succumbed to various biotic and abiotic stresses
2. Imparted first-hand training to the key farmers of the project on various aspects,
especially on the Grow-out Test (in situ) in nut-shell.
e. Site selection:

Accomplished during March-April, 2010

1. Main fields are visited to see whether the ‘infrastructure facilities’ are available or
not for in-situ maintenance and evaluation of the samples. Such Infrastructure
facilities include the following necessities:
a) Assured Irrigation System:
To save the crop from drought spell, as well as to
supply timely irrigation water in the standing crop, assured irrigation facilities in
active condition is a prerequisite.
b) Protected Farm Boundary:
To perform the Grow-out Tests in the Ahu season
(March/April to May/June) in confinement to save crop from stray cattle.
c) Conformed Paddy-Soil Type: To cultivate the crop in a productive way the soil
type must conform to the paddy growing soil type.
d) Available Farm facilities:
To justify the crop performances up to potential
productivity level, some prerequisites are affixed on availability of all kinds of
farm appliances, farm labour and skills.

f. Implementation of On Farm Research and Grow-out Test in situ:
1. Seeds of the samples were treated with fungicides; soaked and incubated; and then
germinated seeds were sown on nursery seed-beds prepared following standard
conventional and SRI methods, separately.
2. Grow-out Test and On Farm Research ware started during February-March, 2010
and July-August, 2010, respectively (Plate 2).

Plate 2. Demonstrating Modified SRI technique for traditional rice, 2010-11

g. Monitoring and advocating for next task(s):
1. Each plots under Grow Out Tests, Demonstration and On Farm Research were
closely monitored (Plate 3) with due care to save the Sisu (Baby Trial) from stresses.

\

Plate 3. Grow out Test, OFR & Demonstration under Project Jalpaan, 2010-11

2. Timely irrigation supply along with balanced fertilization as per recommended
dosages of the CBV Zone was advocated.
h. Transplanting and aftercare of cultivars per standard lay-out:
1. Standard experimental design is laid out to plant the uprooted seedlings in the main
fields under different methods.
2. Heavy rainfall and inundation hinders the normal growth of Sali rice crop; however,
farmers could complete all agril. operations in time
3. Data recording is completed on both at farmers’ level and researcher level so as to
identify the discrepancies or similarity, to evaluate in situ participatory breeding.
Total 40 nos. of cultivars were raised in On Farm Research at Juria, Nagaon.
While 6-7 nos. of cultivars was being grown in large plots in each On Farm
Demonstrations.
i. Training conducted:
1. Imparted training to large groups of resource-poor farmers (Plate 4) on various
aspects of ‘Project Jalpaan’ including the necessity of conserving the rice gene-pool.

Plate 4a. Training,. Workshop & Deomonstrations on Project Jalpaan, 2010

Plate 4b. Training,. Workshop & Deomonstrations on Project Jalpaan, 2010
j. Input Distributed:
1. All necessary inputs either sanctioned or visualized to continue the scheduled
programs were distributed (Plate 5) among the beneficiary groups in the domain.

Plate 5. Allocation of resources among beneficiaries prior to Sali season, 2010

However, due care was taken to supply the contingencies as par demand of
situation, as (a). Polythene sheets to cover SRI seedbeds to save from heavy rainfall;
(b). Paddy weeder, in lieu of Cono weeder, for weeding at a later stage. (c). Threeshovel hand hoes made locally to incorporate top-dressed inputs and for soil aeration.
6.

TECHNICAL BACK-UP SUPPORT (NAMES OF SCENTISTS INVOLVED AND SUPPORT
RECEIVED & LINKAGES ESTABLISHED WITH S&T INSTITUTIONS):
Support and linkages were established with –

1. Regional Agricultural Research Station, Shillongani, Nagaon-02, Assam;
2. Dept. of Agril. Bio-chemistry, Assam Agricultural University, Jorhat-13, Assam;
3. Directorate of Agriculture, Govt. of Assam, Khanapara, Guwahati-22;
4. Department of Environment Sciences, Tezpur University, Tezpur, Assam;
5. District Agriculture Office, Nagaon-01, Assam;
6. District Agriculture Office, Morigaon-01, Assam.
Technical supports were sought from the following Scientists during the course
of conducting the programs under Project Jalpaan in 2010-11:
1. Dr. P. K. Deb Choudhury, Sr. Scientist (Plant Breeding), Regional Agricultural
Research Station, Shillongani, Nagaon, – rendered help and cooperation for all
round activities to execute instantly. Further, he had participated in planning of the
programmes to implement as scheduled. Also, he shared the responsibility with for
presentation of all sections of visuals as well as statistical analyses.
Other scientists involved partly in specific situations were:
1. Dr. (Mrs.) R. Sarmah, Prof., Dept. of Agril. Bio-Chemistry, Assam Agricultural
University, Jorhat-13, – for analysis of rice samples for amylase, amylopectin and
crude protein etc.
2. Dr. A. S. N. Zaman, Sr. Scientist (Soil Sc.), RARS, Shillongani, Nagaon-02, – for
laboratory analysis of soil samples.
3. Dr. J. Goswami, Extension Specialist, Director of Extension Education, Assam
Agricultural University, Jorhat-13, – for supporting in extension modules.
4. Dr. A. M. Baruah, Assoc. Prof., Dept. of Agril. Bio-Chemistry, Assam Agricultural
University, Jorhat-13, – for chemical analyses of rice samples.
7.

SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY COMPONENT (TECHNOLOGY PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT / NEW
INOVATIONS / OBSERVATIONS):
1. Modifications on System of Rice Intensification were being done involving the
intrinsic knowledge of the farmers involved so as to ease out the system to grow
traditional rice groups in normal and during off-seasons.
The crop is in the transition stage by the end September, 2010 where the
vegetative buds adopt reproductive mode. Hence, data will be generated at the time
of harvesting in end December, 2010. All sorts of data based observations will be
summarized, analyzed and will be presented during February, 2011.

I. Special Features / Highlights:
Generation of new technology: 2 nos. (This is a first step and yet to reconfirm it.)
a. SRI was modified based on climatic situation in Sali season, to fit local cultivars to
potentiality expression for an elevated yield level (100-150% increase or so),
b. Off season nursery & cultivation, applicable to traditional value-added rice cultivars.
c. Poster presentation on ‘Project Jalpaan’, while the Ex-President of India Dr. A. P. J.
Abdul Kalam visited Baihata Charali (Assam) during February 2010.
II. Deliverables:
Deliverable (as applicable)
Product Development/
adaptation
Process Development/
adaptation

Brief Description (provided details in Annexure)
Pure lines of 41 landraces done with a total
stock of 230 qtls.
1. Modified SRI for increasing higher yields in
traditional value-added landraces of
Jalpaan-making rice varieties developed.
2. Off-season cultivation of such landraces
Technology package developSRI module for Traditional Rice was practiced,
ment of the project area
but yet to generate the data
Documentation (report, paper, Published 2 Bulletins, 5 news items in local
article, manual, patent)
newspapers and 1 other in National daily
Technology capability
Yet to work on it
developed
Scientific knowledge and /or
Accomplished (for data generation) and
data generation for technoAnalyses started to identify the best materials
logy development in future
Other (please specify including  Developed technical manual on SRI 1 no.
papers, reports, software,
 Prepared Soil collection manual
1 no.
technical manuals, brochures  On Farm Demonstrations
12 nos.
or field level demo & training  Grow Out Tests (in situ)
10 nos.
organized with technical &
 On Farm Research (participatory)
1 no.
follow up details)
 Training imparted to target farmers 12 nos.
 Prepared GMW Report
1 no.
 Prepared Half Yearly Project Report 1 no.
 Prepared Annual Report
1 no.
 PRA method (under preparation)
1 no.

8.

PEOPLE’S PARTICIPATION FROM PLANNING TO IMPLEMENTATION STAGE (WITH EMPHASIS
ON THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN TECHNOLOGY GENERATION / MODULATION / TRANSFER /
ADOPTION; CO-OPERATIVE FORMATIONS / SELF HELP GROUPS: GENDER PERSPECTIVE):

During the entire course of 1st year of ‘Project Jalpaan’ people’s participation can
be delineated with the following graphical representations:

Large groups of farmers in different communities are inquired whether to
continue with the thematic ideas and programs of ‘Project Jalpaan‘; where the
common word ‘Yes’ was resounded. This was because the thematic ideas touched the
very common people of the region, especially the small and marginal farmers with
their limited resources (Plate 1-5).
Started with a day-long Training program on the 26th September, 2010 in the
village ‘#3_Kaki’ in Nagaon District, with 268 nos. of participating registered SC/ST
farmers. Farmers of other regions articulated their requirements of similar training
programs with Productive cultivation campaign very soon.
Dakshin Changchaki Prachesta-Kapilee Aatmasahayak Goot, Dakshin Changchaki,
Kampur, Nagaon; Md Safikul Islam, Kandhulimari, Dhing; Farmers groups of Kheroni,
Nagaon; Prabin Sarmah and co-farmers, Chakalaghat, Nagaon were some to approach
the functionaries of the project with invitation to extend the programs their areas.

Farmers involved in the ‘Project Jalpaan’ were categorized showing their
growing interest on the she subjects, which can be depicted as –

Women participation

9.

INDICATORS APPLIED FOR MONITORING (QUALITATIVE & QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS /
STAKEHOLDERS ANALYSIS):
All sorts of participatory works are yet to accomplish, as the Grow Out Tests, On
Farm Research and Demonstrations were harvested in time. Following records can be
produced as progress indicators:

Particulars

No. of
training
1. Regular farmers training
20
on & around Farm units
2. One-day training-cum1
workshop
3. Group Discussion (in
9
Field/ Home-yard)

Trainee Remarks (Issued /provided
Nos.
aspects of discussion)
600
Training materials, bulletins
268
97

or

Certificates, training materials,
Bulletins
Adoption of SRI, Maintain varietal
purity, landrace conservation

10. OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED SO FAR:
Obj. 1 : Survey and Surveillance of Breakfast Rice Cultivars:
If not considered fully explored, a large sunk of landraces of numerically 41 nos. of
different types (such as, Joha dhan = 9 nos., Bora dhan = 15 nos. Komal Dhan = 12 nos.
and Lahi dhan = 5 nos.) were collected and maintained under this project.

Obj. 2 :

Farmers’ Participatory Breeding to identify superior cultivars

With the DST-support and catalysis the ‘Project Jalpaan’ came in force to cater the
need and prospects of the common man. So, the farmers who were associated with the
various types of machinery like On-Farm Research, Grow-out Test, On-Farm Trial and
Demonstration were seen to have a keen interest in carrying out the programs (Plate 6-9
in Annexure I).

Obj. 3 :

Productive Cultivation Campaign

Started with pre-scheduled agenda to look into the matter how the farmers in
other communities show their need and requirement.
Obj. 4 :

Liaison with manufacturers for creating marketing avenues

Not yet started.
11. WORK REMAINING TO BE DONE UNDER THE PROJECT:
Soil analysis of the project sites are being carried out at Regional Agricultural
Research Station, Shillongani, Nagaon-02, Assam. Results of the analyses will be helpful in
soil reclamation, where necessary.
Likewise, Chemical analysis of rice grains specifically for Amylose, Amylopectin and
Crude Protein, of the best(s) of pure-line selections, are under process at the Department
of Agricultural Bio-chemistry, Assam Agricultural University, Jorhat-13, Assam. Results of

those selections will be useful in large scale production of both grains for profitability and
seeds for horizontal expansion.

Sl Approved Objectives
1 Survey & Surveillance of
Breakfast Rice Cultivars
2 Farmers’ Participatory Breeding
to identify superior cultivars
3 Productive Cultivation Campaign
4 Liaison with manufacturers for
creating marketing avenues

Remaining Work
Collection of cultivars/materials is on in
regular surveys in forthcoming seasons
Completed initial works on Participatory
Breeding, stepping in to next phase
Work to start in large-scale and to complete
Entire work to start and to complete

12. AGENCIES / INSTITUTIONS / DEPT.’S LIKELY TO BE INTERESTED IN THE PROBLEM,
METHODOLOGY, RESULTS, ETC.:
The Self-Help Groups (SHGs) in and outside of the domain that expresses their
interest in utilizing the methodology and results, were:
Agency/Local body

Team Leader

i. Krishak Aatmasahayak Goot

Deben Das, Majgaon, Nagaon

ii. Saptarathi Aatmasahayak Goot

Sonti Hira, Jorabari, Morigaon

iii. Jagaran Aatmasahayak Goot

Jintu Bora, Gatanga, Nagaon

iv. Dakshin Changchaki Prachesta-Kapilee Smti. Enu Bora, Dakshin Changchaki,
Aatmasahayak Goot
Kampur, Nagaon
v. Ghanhi Mahoriaati Pathar Parichalana Puspendra Baniya, Ghanhi, Nagaon
Samitee
vi. Saptarangi Mahila Aatmasahayak Goot

Smti. Bina Deka, Nij Dimou, Nagaon

vii. Prabhati Aatmasahayak Goot

Smti. Sabita Bordoloi, Pub-Saragaon,
Raha, Nagaon

viii. Milonjyoti Pathar Parichalana Samitee

Pradip Das, Aanthgaon-Chapori, Dhing

ix. Milijuli Aatmasahayak Goot

Deba Hazarika, Teliapahukata, Nagaon

x. Tokowbari Pathar Parichalana Samitee

Pankaj Bhuyan, Tokowbari, Nagaon

NGOs, whosoever expressed interest on the theme of present project, were –
a. Economic Development for Common People (NGO), Team Leader: Lohit Bora,
Borbhogia, Morigaon
Persons outside the domain, who expressed their interest for involvement in the
program, methodology and results, were –
1) Sri Sripad Choudhury, [Proprietor, Bani Prakash, Pathsala], Bejkuchi, Patacharkuchi,
District Barpeta;
2) Sri Kshirod Chandra Sarmah, Bamunkuchi, District Barpeta;
3) Sri Kumud Chandra Sarmah, Bamunkuchi, District Barpeta;
4) Sri Madhab Borgohain, Rajapool Pathar Parichalana Samitee, Nazira, Dist. Sibsagar;

5)

Sri Naba Boro, Boko, District Kamrup.

Officials who appreciated the theme and concept of promoting the traditional
value-added rice in relation to Assamese Cuisine Jalpaan, were –
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Sri P. K. Rajkhowa, Additional Deputy Commissioner (Dev.), Dibrugarh District; - to
emanate a part of this project programs in the district of Dibrugarh in the ensuing
rice seasons, with the help of the machineries of Dept. of Agriculture, Dibrugarh, in
order to help elevating the production and productivity levels of the traditionally
grown landraces in the region;
Dr. R. N. Chutiya, Deputy Director, Dept. of Agriculture, Govt. of Assam, Guwahati;
Dr. P.K. Baruah, Prof. & ex-Head, Dept. of Life Sciences, Dibrugarh University, Dibrugarh;
Dr. B. Barman, Prof. and ex-Chief Scientist, RARS, Shillongani, Nagaon;
Dr. B. Guha, Prof. and Chief Scientist, RARS, Shillongani, Nagaon;
Dr. G. N. Hazarika, Prof. & Ex-Additional Director of Research (Agri.), AAU, Jorhat-13;
Dr. P. Talukdar, Prof. & ex-Head, Dept. of Pl. Breeding & Genetics, AAU, Jorhat-13;
Sri P. C. Dev Goswami, Development Officer, LICI, Mangaldoi Br., District Sonitpur;
Dr. Jogesh Goswami, Extension Specialist, Directorate of Extension, AAU, Jorhat-13;
Dr. Ranjit Kr. Saud, Manager, ATIC, Assam Agricultural University, Jorhat-13;
Sri P. C. Phukan, Principal, Extension Training Center, Noltoli, Nagaon;
Sri Homeswar Kalita, SDAO, Boko, District Kamrup;
Sri Prafulla Mahanta, SDAO, District Sonitpur;
Sri Lakshmi Narayan Bora, Dairy Development Officer, Khagarijan Block, Nagaon.

Institutions and Departments, identified as likely to be impressed with the ideas of
cultivating the traditional value-added rice - in an innovative way - seeking the benefits of
the resource-poor farmers, were –
1)
2)
3)
4)

Department of Agriculture, Govt. of Assam, Guwahati,
District Agricultural Office, Nagaon,
Assam Agricultural University, Jorhat,
Regional Agricultural Research Station, Shillongani, Nagaon.

13. CONSTRAINTS, IF ANY:
Some of the constraints identified during the course of experimentation and
interactive sessions in fields were:
I.

Large-scale storage of seeds of traditional value-added rice landraces were found
contaminated from Rice moth (Sitatroga cerealella (Olivier)) and Rice weevil
(Sitophilus oryzae (Linnaeus)) etc. Facilities for scientific but economic seed-bins
were absent for large-scale storage by the villagers. Again, Non-chemical methods
(i.e., in an eco-friendly way, with no pesticides/fungicides) of seed storage for nearly
6-months (i.e., December/January to June/July) of lean (dormant) period till next
sowing, was practically lacking to stop the pests invading the seeds.

II.

Seed De-hulling or shelling of various shapes and sizes of grains of traditional valueadded landraces was found not up-to-mark with present-day small-scale huller
machines. Nearly, 60-62% of full size grains could be achieved. This means 38-40%
grains had broken and fragmented into pieces resulting in poor milling recovery as
well as low-to-medium grade of chauls (Brown rice).

III.

Parboiling (soft) methods with precision approach to have products with high grade
(export quality) are to be addressed soon to increase the milling recovery as well as
to keep higher nutritive value of the grains. Stringent quality control norms has to be
followed to produce uniform, soft, nutritionally improved grains for consumption, as
opposed to the different types of parboiled qualities seen in the village markets.

14. INTERACTION OF DST REQUESTED FOR:
As such the landraces of the kind collected, maintained, experimented and
exploited under the ‘Project Jalpaan’ belong to the region, the geographical identity mark
or any other separate identity mark/number (such as, Jalpaan rice group) may be used as
tag in future reference for any item to be developed under the project. Thus it is
requested to the esteemed authority in concern in the Department of Science and
Technology, Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India, New Delhi to suggest on the subject
mentioned for using of a separate mark or a national number or a label.
Large-scale seed storage and quality parboiling of the profitable traditional jalpaanmaking breakfast-rice varieties may be attended immediately as separate link-project(s)
of the ‘Project Jalpaan’, with separate time schedule, finance and work plan.
15. DATE WHEN THIS REPORT WAS DISCUSSED WITH PROJECT TEAM / TARGET GROUP AND
BRIEF OUTCOME:
During the entire course of preparation of this Annual Report of ‘Project Jalpaan’,
Dr. P. K. Deb Choudhury, Sr. Scientist of RARS, Shillongani was keenly associated in
various aspects of presentations to be inserted and involved in preparing the right
photographs in right places in the manuscript so as to have a vivid look into the maters
that happened in the specific situations. Thus, a series of discussions with arguments and
suggestions were made to finalize each aspect in this Annual Report of ‘Project Jalpaan’.
Each and every time in preparing this manuscript, the concerned farmers involved
in the project were communicated over telephone and met physically to have better
clarification on the matters. Chiefly, all sorts of data generated by and including the
viewpoints of farmers to mention the names of Chandra Kanta Hira, Pradip Das, Jyoti
Prasad Baruah, Moni Bordoloi, Dharanidhar Bora, Jayanti Devi, Jintu Bora and
Dharanidhar Bora were given priority in resolving the issues under the project.
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ANNEXURE 1

Awaiting a record yield, early harvest, with huge quantity of bio-mass (cattle-feed)

Canopy atop: An evenly flat surface (in assamese, Kańhiye nakata dhan)

Plate 6a. SRI-mediated value-added crop fetching 22 mounds per bigha in OFT

Heavily laden panicles of a Sital Cheni Joha crop devoid of sterility

Unprecedented 28 cm long panicle of Kola Joha with well-filled spikelets

Plate 6b. SRI-mediated value-added crop fetching 28 mounds per bigha in OFR

Monitoring lodging behavior in locals

An SRI hill from a single seedling

Comparing the morphological features for Panicle harvest of True-to-types

Plate 6c. Scrutinizing selection procedures followed by the farmers at harvest

Clean crop canopy with good tillers exhibited in SRI-mediated ‘Project Jalpaan’ plots

Changed morphology of a SRI-mediated Gheu Bora plant verified

Plate 6d. Physiologically active leaf growth acquired in traditional landraces of rice

Tillers at Booting stage

Heavy crown showing rooting

Enveloped 76 effective bearing tillers/hill

Spreading nature of tillers in a hill

Plate 7. Proliferation of Joha rice plant grown from a single seed in SRI

Procedure of pure line selection delineated by OFR farmer

Examination of true-to-types of value-added landraces selected by farmer

Plate 8. Safeguarding of germ-line purity by farmer-lead participatory selections

Seeds/panicle
= 68 nos. (av.)
Panicle weight = 0.81 g
Seed wt./panicle = 0.73 g

Seeds/panicle
= 314 no. (av.)
Panicle weight = 3.82 g
Seed wt./panicle = 3.47 g

Plate 9. Potentiality of Kola joha panicles expressed

(Sali season, 2010)

Additional Sheet
Answer of the queries
Four valuable suggestions were made in the Group Monitoring Workshop held at IIRM,
Tezpur, District Sonitpur, Assam during 9th – 11th November, 2010, where the PI participated
for presentation of the progress of the ‘Project Jalpaan’. The suggestions, communicated vide
D.O. No. SSD/SCSP/020/2008/dtd. 25th April, 2011, were:
i) Select farmers to be trained in seed production as an entrepreneurship
ii) Training in setting up micro-enterprise for value-added products to be imported and
marketing links worked out
iii) Some success stories should be documented
iv) The farmers’ varieties should be registered
While reporting the exact attempts made towards the accomplishment, the following
statements may be made for kind perusal –
FARMERS TO BE TRAINED FOR SEED PRODUCTION AS AN ENTREPRENURESHIP
‘Project Jalpaan’ gradually started play a lead role in the process of safeguarding the
traditional landraces of rice, exploring the exploitation avenues and way to promote
Assamese cuisine jalpaan, as envisage. At the end of the 1st year, a growing necessity
appeared to develop to work further for the seed production of the kind stated. Most of the
farmers associated with the programs as well as the villagers whoever attended the training
and participatory programs expressed the requirement of setting up of a Seed Production
unit. For that matter, an initial work was done to select some of the farmers groups to train up
in this regard. These farming groups were –
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Name of the Farmer
Jyoti Prasad Baruah
Dharanidhar Bora
Jintu Bora
Chandra Kanta Hira
Moni Bordoloi
Pradip Das
Mrs. Jayanti Devi
Puspendra Baniya
Sonti Hira

Associated farmers
Rajat Kalita
Ashok Bora
Susen Konnwar

Lalit Chandra Baniya
Dhanti Bordoloi

Locality
Samdhara, Juria
Telia-Pahukata, Nagaon
Gatanga, Difalu
Saragaon, Raha
Kachamari, Shillongani
Aanthgaon chapori, Dhing
Laophulabori, Chaparmukh
Majgaon, Ghanhi
Jorabari, Alakapur

NB – It was felt that the training of such kind would be fulfilled if a Seed Production Unit
can be established so as to utilize the knowledge and skill can be utilized in the sphere
they trained. However, such Seed Production Unit (along with a ‘Jalpaan Research Center’
at Nagaon, Assam) may be established if a special fund (new Budget) can be provided of
the worth of Rupees 25 lakhs, or so, to work for a period of 4 to 5 years with a new plan of
action. By the time the unit comes to an end (after the proposed project duration), a self-

dependent, self-sufficient and self-functioning co-operative center will be developed,
under the sole guidance of the present PI, ‘Project Jalpaan’.
TRAINING IN SETTING-UP MICRO-ENTERPRISE FOR VALUE-ADDED PRODUCTS
Endeavors in the completion of the 1st year of ‘Project Jalpaan’ was chiefly on the
safeguarding the landraces, vis-à-vis participatory selection of the best materials to proceed
with the seed production. So, special selection was made with prior communication with the
womenfolk in the domain. The list of women farmers or housewives who could specially be
trained up, to run the micro-enterprises to develop in near future, were –

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Leader of group of Women
farmers /housewives
Mrs. Nirala Devi & group
Mrs. Bunu Baruah & group
Mrs. Geetumoni Bora & group
Mrs. Smriti Borthakur & group
Mrs. Enu Bora & group
Mrs. Annada Hazarika & group
Mrs. Rumi Sarma & group
Mrs. Mamoni Bora & group
Mrs. Arati Das & group

Village

Nearby town/
township

Laophulabori
Samdhara
Kakamari
Borbhagiya
Dakshin Changchaki
Ghanhi
Bhuyanpatty
Teliapahukata
Aanthgaon

Raha
Juria
Nagaon
Marigaon
Kampur
Bebejia
Nagaon
Nagaon
Dhing

NB –
1. The micro-enterprises would be developed both ‘village-wise’ and ‘communitywise’, considering the rationality of caste, tribe and economic status of the womenfolk to
maintain in a co-operative system. A common center-point or sale-point may be
developed separately in the long run. Otherwise this may be amalgamated with the
proposed Site of ‘Jalpaan Research Center’ at Nagaon, Assam where, storage and post
harvest operations will be done.
2. The names of women provided in the above table may be changed at the time of
imparting training to them, owing to the reason for their interest in leadership and
willingness to continue with.
3. Aspects on value-added products that can be imported will be given addressed in
next season. Similarly, the marketing avenues will be worked out so as to give a shape of
the programme.

SUCCESS STORIES OF ‘PROJECT JALPAAN’
Altogether, two success stories were generated out of the programs accomplished
under the 1st year work of ‘Project Jalpaan’, these were –

Success story 1:
Pure Line Selection by the Farmers on the Landraces of Traditional rice
Farmers were trained in the system of ‘Project Jalpaan’, but their actions flourish at the
end. Most of the landraces prevailing in the valley land in the central Assam are generally
found in a mixture of up to 20% or more with the seeds of other similar types. Common
farmers of the region, usually either ignore the matter due to his day-to-day hectic schedule,
or due to ignorance about the uncontaminated maintenance of the type primarily to block any
possible change in gene and genetic make-ups in course of time.
Jyoti Prasad Barua of village Samdhara, Juria was a very common farmer residing in the
Nagaon district of Assam. He was originally found in a confused state with the seed
admixtures of the landraces of the prevailing Joha, Bora and Komal dhan. He was provided
with a resource kit of 52 Landraces at a time to start his On-Farm Research (OFR). He grew all
the materials simultaneously in his rice fields in Barunguri pathar in two batches; one in the
Early Ahu and the other in the Boro season, 2010.
However, after a short field training he was found quite able to make differentiation
and started applying his skill on the farmer-led pure line selections.

Farmer selected pure lines of jalpaan making rice examined

Differentiating the 5 major types of a plot of traditional rice

Stocks of farmer’s selected true-to-type of value-added rice

Rechecking of the harvested left outs for possible types of use

Close up of a sample provided by the farmer

Inspection of Plant types and other traits of a landrace selected by the farmer
It was only possible that a farmer was able to identify and separate the valuable
materials of jalpaan making rice landraces due to the fact the resources were put to an SRImediated condition where potentiality of the materials were exhibited.

Success story 2:
Expansion and Remodeling of Granary to reserve additional jalpaan making rice
Normally a common Assamese farmer can harvest his jalpaan-making rice up to a
maximum of 7 to 8 mounds per bigha of land, meaning 21 - 28 q/ha. However, the modified
SRI-mediated crop of the kind proved potential to have 22 to 25 mounds per bigha, i.e. 65-75
q/ha. Numerically, with the adoption of modified SRI, most of the traditional types of JohaBora-Komal rice the yield increase were on an average triple-folded.

A newly extended granary to keep excess of seeds

A newly constructed granary to reserve the surplus seeds

The farmers under ‘Project Jalpaan’, who conducted the On-Farm Demonstrations,
could harvest more than ever before, they expressed. This led them to a position to extend
the size of their granary to keep seeds for round-the-year. Both seeds for next perpetuation in
next season for own sowing and sale, as well as, grains for home-consumption and sale were
kept in the granaries separately.

Happy with harvest

Packaging of Bora Chaul

Training on SRI

Half threshed stack in open

The impact of this increase in quantity was surely due to the trainings programmes
imparted on SRI-mediated cultivation of Traditional rice.

REGISTRATION OF FARMERS’ VARIETIES
Application for registration of the farmers’ varieties selected best as value-added rice,
following the guidance of the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act, 2001, will
shortly be filed by the PI, Project Jalpaan, with an intimation to the DST, New Delhi.
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